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BY LEWIS COREY 

H 
THE MARXIST FAILURE 

ISTORY has played one of her stupefying tridts: 
for  it is now clear that democracy is on  the de- 
fensive as much against the totalitarianism of 

Russian communism as against that of  fascism. And since 
socialism without democracy is a monstrosity,  socialism 
too is on the defensive. Nor can the Communist parties 
escape being enemies of socialism and democracy, for as 
carriers of Communist totalitarianism and as “transmis- 
sion belts” of the Kremlin’s foreign policy they must act 
in disregasd of the democratic and socialist interests of 
the countries in which they operate. What has hap- 
pened is the collapse of a whole movement and ideology, 
the exposure of a whole conception of  social  change. 

Out of the resulting disillusionment and  the break- 
ing of old allegiances  comes the cry for a regrouping of 
radical forces. But on what basis shall sucll a regrouping 
take place? Certainly not  on  the basis of what communism 
was before the  Stalin-Hitler pact. Stalinism was the enemy 
of  socialism and democracy in its earlier years-the red 
years of the consolidation of totalitarian power and  the 
black  years  of  “confessional” trials and purges. Regroup- 
ing on the basis  of LeninBs communism? But Stalinism, 
being neither mere Bonapartist reaction nor an immacu- 
late conception, must have ,been at least potential in the 
communism of Lenin. And as long as independent cam- 
munists cling to that older communism which unloosed 
“socialist” totalitarianism, khey cannot serve to regroup 
the radical  forces. 

Nor can  social  democracy. For years the Social Demo- 
cratic parties, by and large, have  been fighting rear-guard 
actions in a long retreat. The retreat was most disastrous 
in post-war Germany, where a social democracy which 
had made no effort to move toward socialism when it 
was in power  was unable effectively to resist fascism and 
was destroyed. The tragedy of the Russian Revolution is 
matched by the  failure of European social  democracy, 
especially the German, to  bring  into  being the democratic 
socialism which it urged against bolshevism and which 
would have  saved Europe,  from  the totalitarian danger. 
Yet social  democracy admits to no crucial error in prin- 
ciples or tactics. I t  blames its disasters on history or on 
communism or fascism but never on itself, and warms 
over the stale theoretical tidbits of yesterday. In com- 
parison with communism, &e failure of  social  democ- 
racy is decent and clean because it has not become the 
totalitarian destroyer of its own aims and ideals, but it is 
a failure  none the less. 

The bitter admission must be made that all variants of 
Marxism, “revolutionary” and “reformist,” meeting the 
pragmatic test of history, have revealed fatal shortcom- 
ings. Diehard sectarians will  argue  that Marxism never 
had a chance  because it was always distorted or betrayed, 
just as diehard liberals argue that capitalism never had a 
chance; but the sectarian argument is self-answering since 
it means that  all Marxists are distorters or betrayers ex- 
cept .the newest crop of simon pures, and that is exegetical 
madness. Yes, all variants of Marxism are a failure. If 
non-Marxist radicals gloat over this admission? let me re- 
mind  them  that .they too have got nowhere, and they too 
are on  the defensive against totalitarianism. 

But if the admission of failure is made, then a tre- 
mendous job of revaluation is necessary. The job should 
be done in all humility-we have been wrong  and may 
be wrong again-but it must be done fearlessly and vig- 
orously, and quickly  too, for  our’time is not unlimited. 

We must accept and reject, unlearn, relearn, and  learn 
anew regardless of vested interests in old activity and 
ideas. A new language and a new approach are necessary: 
the abandonment of  ideas,  phrases, procedures which 
are now ’nleaningless 01: have come to mean the opposite 
of what we thought they meant. All this means a coopera- 
tive job of charting new departures and directions in the 
struggle for a desirable social order. 

The job cannot be done by going “back to Marx.” It 
cannot be done by “revisionB’ or “restoration” of his ideas. 
The older revisionism led nowhere, while Lenin’s restora- 
tion led  to totalitarianism. W e  must square our accounts 
with Marx. The Darwin of the social  sciences, Marx met 
the same misfortune as the  natural scientist, that of hav” 
ing a system built on his ideas.  Systematic Darwinism . 
had a “Darwinian” explanation for everything, includ- 
ing society, much as systematic Marxism “explains” 
nature; not until scientists broke the systematic fetters 
were they able  to accept or reject Darwin’s ideas, fit 
the accepted  ideas into  the sciences, and go beyond 
Darwin. 

So with Marx. All his creative originality was con- 
gealed into a-system which had a “Marxist” explanation 
for everything, which strengthened the Hegelian  hang- 
overs in Marx instead of destroying them  in  favor of his 
critical realism, and which was unjust  to  Marx himself 
because the system denied his emphasis on  the historical 
relativity of ideas. The more the system  stifled creative 
growbh and fed upon exegetical husks, the  more arro- 
gantly authoritarian it became. One logical outcome is 
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the use  of Marxism as an opiate for  the masses in Russia, 
where Marx  and Lenin-and Stalin too-are godheads 
of a political religion in which the dialectic plays the 
mystic part of Holy Ghost  and interpretations are decided 
by the b m  force of those in power. We cannot blame 
the degeneration of  systematic Marxism upon Marx, who 
once said, “Thank  God, I am no Marxist!” But the de- 

’ genetation is there, and  it is one more reason for discard- 
ing the system. 

Yet it is the system that “gets” newcomers to Marxism. 
They forget that systematic Marxism was  always largely 
an ideology, and  that it is now  nothing  but ideology for 
the authoritarian masters of Marxism, who use it to 
justify whatever they want to do. Newcomers are apt to 
emphasize those ideas  of Marx which should be  discarded 
or modified on the basis  of historical relativity and ex- 
perience, and which prevent independent, creative  use 
of bhe sound ideas. We must  make an approach to Marx 
that freely accepts or rejects  his  ideas,  regardless of the 
systematic strait-jacket, fit the accepted  ideas into today’s 
climate of opinion and needs, and go beyond Marx to 
new explorations and syntheses. 

It should be remembered, however, that most  criticisms 
of. Marx have  been capitalist apologetics. Marx has  more 
often proved to be right  than his critics, largely because 
of his emphasis on the  driving force of change in a 
capitalism which the critics considered eternal; his pre- 
dictive economic  analyses are now verified by capitalist 
transformation and decline. Break the systematic fetters 
and apply the principle of the historical relativity of 
ideas, and  Marx again becomes a stirnuus to all minds 
intent on radical social  change. 

SOCIALISM INTO TOTALITARIANISM 

With systematic Marxism must go many of the specific 
ideas of Marx. Among them  are his revolutionary tactics 
in relation to  democracy,  which were worked out in the 
backward Europe of thei840’s  and 50’s. The tactics were 
Jacobinism wibh a proietar’ian twist: Communists must 
use the bourgeois  democratic revolution to seize  power 
and set up a dictatorship of the proletariat. Those tactics 
were later rejected by European socialism  because their 
historical basis, the democratic revolution, was gone by. 
Revolutionary Marxism was suspended in the air. It was 
condemned to sectarian futility, to interpretation of de- 
mocracy as dictatorship of the bourgeoisie (which makes 
Jacksonian democracy and fascism the same and justifies 
proletarian dictatorship), and to  the invention 6f plans 
to circumvent democracy. The Marxist tactics  came  to 
life only in Russia, where the bourgeois democratic  revo- 
lution gave Lenin  the chance to apply them, with the 
result that  “left” Marxists flocked  to  bolshevism in 
1917-20, unaware of its historical limitations. 

Much of what Lenin did  might have astonished Marx, 
but many of the results of his Marxist tactics caught 

I Lenin unaware. Both of them believed that &e  tactics of 
proletarian dictatorship meant “completion” of the demo- 
cratic revolution in a socialist  democracy.  But in practice 
the tactics led to totalitarianism. This result cannot be at- 
tributed simply to the backwardness of Russia. There was 
in Russia, to be sure, hardly any  class-economic  basis for 
socialism and  not enough experience of democracy to 
make  socialism  democratic, but  the revolution itself un- 
loosed mighty democratic forces. These were destroyed 
by proletarian dictatorship, whose “temporary” suppres- 
sion of democracy, it is now  clear,  becomes institutional 
and creates vested interests opposed to  democracy. Lenin 
saw  some  of the dangers, but his administrative measures 
to encourage  democracy without allowing real democ- 
racy  were a  failure. And those who called for “workers’ 
democracy” while accepting dictatorship were playing 
wrth words,  because limiting democracy to  “the workers” 
means, in the end, democracy for nobody. Proletarian 
dktatorship brought results the oppsite of what Marx 
and Lenin had dreamed. 

Suppression of democracy forced .the Bolshevik  dic- 
tatorship to depend increasingly upon the polltical, cul- 
tural, and  moral heritage of Russian  backwardness- 
feudal-Asiatic despotism, terrorism, servility, fear-in 
addition to new reactionary  forces created by the dictator- 
ship itself. Lenin, in the’ final years of his life, waged a 
titan’s fight on what he called the “czaristic” nature of 
the Soviet  state-and left  an essentially totalitarian re- 
gime. The end-product is Stalinist totalitarianism, whose 
Byzantine spirit is  expressed in the typical ravings of a 
Stalinist poet: “I live, I love, I beget children, all thanks 
to thee, great educator Stalin!” Communist and fascist 

.dictatorships start  from opposite premises to arrive at  the 
same totalitarianism because of their suppression of de- 
mocracy. The original class-economic  differences are 
blurred if not destroyed by the self-interest and power 
politics of totalitarian dictatorship, which  becomes inde- 
pendent of democratic  pressures and ideas. 

But that is  by no means the whole story. Another sig- 
nificant fact must be considered. There is in totalitarian 
Russia, by and large, a socialist  economic set-up-col- 
lective ownership, no capitalist property or profit. Yet 
traditional socialism  always identified that set-up with 
democracy. This has led to all sorts of theoretical hocus- 
pocus. If the economic  basis  is  socialist, some say, the 
resultant must be socialism; and Stalinist totalitarianism, 
they  conclude,  is a “higher form” of  democracy. If the 
resultant is not democratic  socialism, say others, the eco- 
nomic  basis cannot be socialist; and traditional socialism 
washes  its -hands of the whole business. 

Actually the situation is this: the ~ a c i ~ 1 i 5 ~  Jy;tenz of 
collective ownership is compatible with totalitarianism. 
It  is, in fact, the basis  of a new, all-devouring totalitarian- 
ism  because of the new element of political centralization 
of all economic  power. 
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But if the system of collective ownership may be the 

basis  of totalitarianism, then  the system in itself is not 
socialum. Collective ownership is socialist only if it pro- 
motes greater democracy and freedom. To argue the con- 
trary is vulgar economic determinism, which distorts his- 
tory-and our understanding of ends  and means-by 
overemphasis on the economic factor, for any particular 
economic organization of society is capable of many 
superstructural variations. While collective ownership 
l 7 2 q  result in socialism, the evidence now is overwhelm- 
ing that it may  also result in totalitarianism. And over- 
emphasis on  the economic factor in socialism leads to  the 
most fantastic conclusions. Thus  the Soci&rt AppedZ, the 
American Trotskyist organ, argues that since “the Soviet 
Union remains, despite the Kremlin gang, upon  the eco- 
nomic foundations laid down by the October Revolution,” 
the invasion  of Finland is justified, and  “it is the duty of 
the Finnish workers to be  Soviet partisans.” That is de- 
terminist logic gone mad. It shows no awareness of the 
profound implications for socialist ends and means in 
the  fact that totalitarianism and collective ownership are 
compatible. 

Denunciations of Stalinism are not enough. Nor is it 
enough to say that a socialist  economy must operate under 
democratic conditions. We cannot thus easily  dispose  of 
the  disturbing conclusion that collective ownership is 
compatible with totalitarianism. The situation becomes 
still more disturbing if  we draw, as I now think  we must, 
another conclusion: there ir a totujitdridtz potentiaj in the 
socidlist ecommic system. Russian communism exploits 
the potential but did  not crea.te it. 

Here is a problem of which traditional socialism and 
,Manrism were never fuIly aware, if they were aware of it 
at all. They took it for granted that socialism meant a 
higher democracy, and impatiently dismissed all argu- 
ments to  the contrary-including the suggestive iJeas of 
syndicalism and guild socialism. But  taking  things for 
granted  in social  dynamics spells trouble. W e  need a 
clearer understanding of  democracy and its relation to 
socialism. 

ACCENT ON DEMOCRACY 

Democracy is always  specific, never general. And  it is 
always  specific historical forces that make for democracy. 
What are those forces under capitalism? There  are the 
separation of  economic and political power-against 
whose feudal combination the early bourgeoisie fought- 
expressed in the theory of “that state is best  whi& gov- 
erns least”; the relatively widespread ownership of pro- 
ductive property, with its many independent sources of 
livelihood and a middle class  of small independent enter- 
prisers whose struggles against big property invigorated 
democracy; the  free market and  free competition, the 

’ spirit of which spread from  the economic to the political 
and intellectual spheres in the democratic expression of 
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conflicting class interests and ideas; ‘and the independence 
of organizations in relation to the state  (freedom of asso- 
ciation),  including  labor unions whose whole drive was 
toward democracy. All these forces,  many of which 
worked in an automatic fashion, insured at lemt a mini- 
mum of  democracy under progressive capitalism. 

These specific  democratic forces are suppressed by a 
socialist  system of collective ownership, especially if it is 
all-inclusive. The system  means nationalization and  plan- 
ning,  under which there is no automatic working of 
economic forces. It means the combination of economic 
and political power in an all-powerful state, under a 
bureaucracy with a monopoly control of the sources of 
livelihood. This  in  turn may  mean the end of the inde- 
pendence of organizations, including labor unions, in re- 
lation to the state. There- clearly is a totalitarian potential 
in such a set-up, which drives toward suppression of 
democracy  even without dictatorship. Traditional social- 
ism has  always insisted that collective ownership of the 
means of production and distribution is economic  dernoc- 
racy. It now appears, however, that  the democracy is only 
potential. If the historical forces of  democracy under capi- 
talism are suppressed, new  forces must be set in motion 
to insure democracy under socialism.  CoIlective owner- 
ship, far  from being enough, even tends in the totali- 
tarian direction. The democratic potential of  socialism, 
which may broaden and deepen democracy by destroying 
oligarchical economic  controls, can be released only if 
the appropriate institutional arrangements are created to 
make the  new collective controls democratic. 

Again I suggest that non-Marxist radicals do not gloat. 
They may, in an “I told you so” spirit, cite Herbert 
Spencer’s prophecy of “the coming slavery.” But that 
prophecy arose out of a social Darwinism that is now ex- 
ploded. They may use the admission of a totalitarian 
potential in socialism to argue, in a ‘Yet well enough 
alone” spirit, the merits of capitalist democracy. But  that 
democracy  was  always limited, and it is now everywhere 
endangered by structural changes in capitalism which 
react against democracy. For  the specific historical forces 
that gave life to capitalist democracy are passing away. 
They are not  bound up with capitalism in general ,but 
with the specific competitive capitalism which has been 
replaced by monopoly capitalism. New democratic forces 
are not being created as the old ones pass away. 

The “immutable” laws of the  free market and free 
competition are wrecked by monopoly capitalism. Mo- 
nopoly has  severely limited the widespread ownership of 
independent productive property, which was one of the 
sturdier supports of democracy. Separation of economic 
and political power is breaking down under pressure of 
increasing state controls over economic activity; ,the con- 
trols arise partly out of the complexities of monopoly 
capitalism and partly out of capitalist inability to solve 
the economic  crisis. Bureaucratic dangers multiply as the 
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swollen state bureaucracy  combines with  the bureaucracy 
of corporate industry. The indGpendence  of organiza- 
tions, especially labor unions, is constantly threatened. 
And  the harassed middle class of small  independent en- 
terprisers tends to.-abandon it5 earlier democratic ideals 
in its increasingly desperate struggle for security and 
survival. 

Capitalism is suppressing its own democratic forces. 
Fascism may complete the process. And what if fascism 
moves from ruthless regulation and limitation of capi- 
talist property and profit to expropriation and nation- 
alization? Ideological difierences  between  fascism and 
communism would then mask the complete identity of a 
system neither capitalist nor socialist, in which a new 
bureaucratic ruling class  uses  economic  collectivism  as the 
basis  of a new tyranny. And the differences  themselves 
would merge, as they are already merging, in an iden- 
tical totalitarian ideology. 

Totalltarian dictatorships did  not create the collectiv- 
ism which is their economic  basis.  Collectivism is the 
product of modern industry. With its need for far-flung 
organization, bureaucracy, and  planning, colledivisrn has 
a definite totalitarian potential-which  carries  over  to 
socialism. From collectivism  stem the increasing economic 
powers of government: the efforts, reactionary or pro- 
gressive,  to fashion new  social controls for a collectivism 
that makes unworkable old insti.tutions and ideas. There 
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are totalitarian dangers in  the situation. They lie in an 
indiscriminate multipfication of state powers, without 
democratic safeguards, that inflate bureaucracy and  pro- 
vide it with the means of becoming totalitarianism; in 
halfway-  measures that discredit democracy  because they 
fail to  solve the economic  crisis and so provoke the des- 
peration of capitalist reaction,  fascism or communism. 
Collectivism  is forcing readjustments that are trans- 
forming capitalism. The real radical job, as it now 
shapes up, is bo democratize an economic  collectivism 
that is  inescapable and that map become-the basis of a 
new totalitarianism. 

The accent  is on democracy. Yet if it is true  that  the 
economic readjustments of socialism must build upon 
democratic procedures and values to escape totalitarian- 
ism, it is equally true that democracy can escape totali- 
tarianism only if it builds upon those readjustments. In 
that unity is the re-creation of  democracy and socialism, 
They must jom in  the struggle for a cooperative com- 
monwealth whose  economic arrangement promotes free- 
dom, individual-dignity, and tolerance, and  at  the same 
time solves the economic problem. We are  all doomed, 
whatever our democratic creed, if we do not  grasp  the 
meaning of the  new situation. 

[In next  week’s issue Mr. Corey  will discass ways of 
achieving and maintaining a more  democratic economic 
order  without  the sacrifice of  political democracy.) 

Lewis, Roosevelt, 
BY ROSE 

Golambus, Ohio, Febvzlary 2 
HE failure of trade unionism to cope with  the prob- 
lem of unemployment was ttie undercurrent that 
ran  through the miners’ golden jubilee, held here in 

the birthplace of the United Mine Workers of America. 
Started fifty years ago with fewer than 20,000 members 
and only $139 in the treasury, the U. M. W. is now the 
largest and most powerful labor union in  the world. It 
has 612,000 members. More  than 90 per cent of the in- 
dustry is under contract and check‘-off. It has a substantial 
treasury-$2,500,000-notwithstanding the heavy drain 
upon.ists funds caused  by  advances to new unions and 
the six-week work stoppage during  the 1939 contract 
negotiations. Existing contracts run to 1941, thereby as- 
suring in  the normal course of events a continuous flow 
of income for more  than a year. The union has stood 
the test of time and strain. It has had  to surmount every 
possible obstacle: discrimination, discharge, black list, 
yellow-dog contracts, strikes, lockouts-long and bitter 
struggles with  their accompanying  evictions, hunger, 
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bloody  riots, terror of company  police. Miners have gone 
to jail, fough,t, starved, and died so that the union might 
live. It has lived through good times and bad, wars, 
panics,  dualism, factionalism, and above all through  the 
vicissitudes incident to an anaechic and very si& industry. 

As a trade union the United  Mine  Workers has  reached 
the pinnacle of  -success. Jt has strength, prestige, re- 
sources, competent leadership, a loyal and disciplined 
rank  and file. It has improved immeasurably the  lot of 
its members. It has  not only increased wage rates  and 
bettered working conditions, but it has wiped out a thou- 
sand and one infringements of the miners’ liberties. It 
has forced the recognition that the  mining camps are part 
of the  United States, wikh all the eights and privileges 
which that inclusion confers. 

But with  all these gains, the balance sheet shows the 
miners still in the red. The industry continues to ail. 
According to figures compiled by bhhe Bituminous Goal 
Division of the  Department of Interior  there is a net 
average loss of eleven cents on every ton of coal mined 
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